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PART I

THE THIRD RAY : THE MAGNETIC PINK RAY
The Third Ray represents the Magnetic Power of God's
Pink Flame of Love which is the activity which coalesces the
Divine Ideas and brings them into physical form. It is the
substance of Divine Love which actually holds all form
together, for without this Love, the very atoms which make
up the physical form would fly apart.
The First Ray represents the Will of God; the Second
Ray represents the Wisdom of God; and the Third Ray represents the magnetizing Love of God, thus completing the
Trinity of Activity of the Immortal Three-fold Flame that
abides within each human heart and makes of man a Divine
Being with the power to create even as God creates. This
Three-fold Flame (also known as the Liberty Flame) was
originally established at the Chateau de Liberte by the
Goddess of Liberty.
The present Chohan, or Director, of this Ray, is the
Ascended Master Lady Rowena, the Divine Complement of
the Mighty Victory. The services of these Offices are many
for the Third Ray is also the expression of the Holy Spirit to
our Earth which is represented by the Beloved Maha Chohan,
Paul, and also the Beloved Holy AEolus, Cosmic Holy Spirit to
the seven planets of our Solar System Who formerly held the
Office of Maha Chohan. Part of Lady Rowena's Service is to
help translate God's Divine Plan into actual expression.
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The Chohan of the Third Ray is a Master of Tact,
Diplomacy and Beauty, and thus has always been looked
upon as an idealistic form of ascetic living, but this Office
also demands a practical, dynamic and forceful expression
of the Divine Mind in the world of form. Tact and Diplomacy
are part of the Third Ray man because in changing the outer
world's appearances into the Divine Plan, whether it is a
person, a locality, or a nation, the more that can be accomplished through these qualities of Tact and Diplomacy,
rather than through a bombastic shattering of the existent
form, the better for all concerned. The Divine Plan, in order
to be of any use, must be drawn into the physical expression
and molded into the substance of the Earth plane, and this
great Ray is the process by which such creative action takes
place.
The Chohan of the Third Ray is vitally interested in
the encouragement of the talents - latent and developed for each and every lifestream is sent forth in the beginning
with a specific blessing to give to the Earth. The Brotherhood
under the direction of this Chohan are the Ones Who stand
by, encourage, sustain and protect, not only the genius at
the top of the ladder, but also the humble aspirant who has
just placed his feet upon the first rung of the Ladder of
Attainment.
The Divine Plan is contained in the Three-fold Flame
within the heart of each one, and signifies to all Life that
God, the "I AM " Presence, has some special activity to
perform through each such an one; that there is some fragrance, some virtue, some momentum of GOOD which each
lifestream wishes to express in this physical world. Thus it
is that the Brothers of the Third Ray assist every man, woman and child to fulfill this Divine Plan.
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THE TEMPLE OF THE HEART
(Chateau du Coeur)
In the southern part of France, on the banks of the
Rhone River that flows serenely through the green hills
and valleys of the countryside, stands the Chateau du Coeur
(formerly known as the Chateau de Liberte) which is
presently the Home of the Lady Rowena, Chohan of the
Third Ray, and Di vine Complement of Mighty Victory.
The Chateau, as well as the magnificent Gardens behind the building, is built in three tiers. As you reach
the top of the marble steps which lead up to the Chateau, you
will see on the wall at the right of the door a golden cord
which when pulled releases the sound of three beautiful
chimes of music. The door is then opened by one of the
Brotherhood of this Retreat. Inside the entrance hall, one
can feel the Ii ving pulsation of the Three-fold Flame which
is located below the main floor of the Chateau. Remember,
a focus of the same Flame lives within you! It is the Threefold in design, looking somewhat like the fleur-de-lis. This
symbol used by the Brotherhood of this Retreat is similar
to the National emblem used by the French people for
many centuries.
You approach the Flame Room, through a long corridor somewhat similar to the Hall of Mirrors at Versailles.
The entrance is gained through wide folding doors with
the Dove encrusted in gold on the white panel of each
door.
While
walking
along this hallway, you will see
magnificent pictures of the Seven Archangels - three on
the left - MICHAEL, RAPHAEL, ZADKIEL - and three on the
right - URIEL, JOPHIEL, GABRIEL. The Archangel CHAMUEL
is depicted in a lifesize tapestry at the end of the corridor,
this forms the entrance to the actual Flame Room and is so
constructed that it can be divided in the center to allow the
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chela to pass right through the Pink Flame and Presence of
the Archangel Chamuel into the Flame Room.

your various vehicles, then you will find yourself master first of your aura, and then able to give joyous assistance to
your fellowman.

As you walk, in consciousness, along this beautiful
corridor, try and feel the radiation of the Archangels and
the current of energy as your body passes through the
picturization of Lord Chamuel. FEEL THE STILLNESS! When
this Retreat is open and the Flame goes into action, it seeks to
impress the answer to every heart prayer. It seeks to
anchor the conviction that the Three-fold Flame in each
heart IS all-powerful and that if you listen, you can hear
It say: "ALL THIS I CAN DO FOR YOU, AND MORE!" Practice
hourly and daily relying upon this Three-fold Flame of
God within your heart.

"My Service has al ways been to develop a love of one
man for another; one race for another; one religion for
another; and I tell you, in My opinion, that it is the most
difficult of all the tasks that have been given to Myself or
any of the Chohans of the Rays because each man, according
to birth, race, background, and training, is so anchored in
the self-righteous acceptance of certain tenets (some
partly true and others not at all) that it is an almost impossible task to pry him loose from them.

DISCOURSE BY PAUL - THE MAHA CHOHAN
"The Beings of the Third Ray are particularly concerned with the development of Love and represent the
activity of Divine Love in the triple aspect of the Holy
Trinity.
Through the Elohim, the Archangels, and the
Chohans, They endeavor to lower into the consciousness
and feelings - first of the students and then of all people a Love for God that contains within itself a mighty sense
of Faith in His Power to restore emotions, minds, bodies and
memories to their perfect state.
"Examine yourselves closely and find out how much
reliance you have in the All-power of the Three-fold Flame
of God in your world and how much you have allowed
to build upon passing appearances. You must come to an
acceptance in your feelings of the Ever-presence of God
within the Three-fold Flame of Truth that beats your heart.
Mental acceptance of this is not enough, for when the
feeling world joyously accepts that active Christ Presence
and joyously gives that Presence full power to act through

"To have a World Brotherhood requires a sincere
interest in, and an intense devotion to, the entire mass of
human-kind, the animal
kingdom, and the
Elemental
kingdom. Love in the abstract is easy to accomplish; love
for the Masters and the Angels, and love for the Supreme
Being seems easy because there is no pressure of a personal aura which is disturbing to the unmastered energies of
your own world.
"You, beloved students, must cultivate the capacity to
love and understand your fellowman. You have not touched
the fringe of mankind at large. Few have yet been drawn
to your attention who possess certain talents and gifts and
who do not conform to your set pattern. As you develop and
broaden your outlook, many will come. You will have your
Moslems, Hindus, Buddhists, Rabbis, Christians - all of them
possessing their own ideas of Deity; all firmly clinging to
that which HAS BEEN; not letting go until they have come
to have faith in YOU, YOUR WORKS, and YOUR EXAMPLE, and
they see through these that YOU HAVE A BETTER WAY OF
LIFE. To you, My friends, I commend the task of drawing
Tolerance into your feelings, your minds, your etheric gar-
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ments, your flesh, your very gestures, spoken words and
actions, until all mankind can say that IN THE STUDENTS
OF SAINT GERMAIN THEY HA VE FOUND a WARMTH, a
WELCOME, and an UNDERSTANDING that will encourage
them to come into the radiation of His Activity where they,
too, may set their souls free from bondage and fulfill their
Divine Plan in Peace and Harmony.

emanation from one's being in response to a blessing or a
kindly deed through which one personally benefits.

"Whenever a heartfelt prayer is uttered, either silently or audibly, an answer to that call is always forthcoming from the Higher Octaves - its efficacy depending
upon the feelings of the petitioner - whether it is a worried
mother calling for the protection of her loved ones or the
cry of a small child in distress. There are Great Beings
called Silent Watchers Whose Service is to watch for this
prayer force and wherever They see it rising from the Earth,
They gather it up and send it Heavenward on Their own
strength if it is weak.
In the case of your powerful
decrees, those calls can pierce right through into the
Living Presence of the Beings to Whom they are directed.
Wherever
people
are engaged in prayer, singly or in
groups, there the Angels gather. If your ears were attuned
to the inner vibrations, you could actually hear Them gathering as They come from North, South, East and West to add
Their strength to your calls by Their Presence, spreading
the essence of the benediction that comes in answer to
your petitions for the Earth."

DISCOURSE BY LADY ROWENA
"Gratitude is such a priceless commodity that flows
freely through your beings as a Gift from the Heart of the
Universal "I AM" for your benediction upon all Life. It is
generally accepted that one offers Gratitude for a gift or
favor from some other part of life, and it is the natural

"If you think deeply upon this, you will realize that
any Gift of God, the Father-Mother of us all, which affects
one, affects all. In every instance, when a blessing flows
through you to another, the sum total of the Gift is expanded,
or more simply, the momentum is greater in its expression,
not only on this planet, but throughout the Universe.
"I would ask you to think upon the Gifts which you
dispense to others in this world of form. Every thought,
word and deed which emanates from you is YOUR qualification of the Energy which the Cosmic "I AM" Presence has
given into your use for the expansion of the Kingdom of
Heaven upon the Earth. Is your release of that Energy a
Blessing upon Life?
"I advocate that you more fully contemplate the Cosmic Reservoir from which all Gifts flow. When you become
more deeply immersed in the Flame of Gratitude, you will
experience an expanded understanding of the Oneness of
all Life. Gratitude is an expression of Divine Love - that
mighty Activity which We know as the Cohesive Power of
Creation. That which is builded in Divine Love endures; all
manifestation less than that is of a temporary nature.
"There must be various types of constructive service
in order that all the Rays of Perfection may find expression
on the planet, and the Third Ray, as you are aware, embodies
Divine Love and Tolerance. The adverse qualification is
human licentious love, and it is this negative activity which
must be transmuted by the Sacred Fire of Transmutation and
Purification. So you see, the action of the Fourth Ray of
Purity and the Seventh Ray of Transmutation serve in cooperation with the Third Ray to bring fuller expression of
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Divine Love and Tolerance so necessary for the true Brotherhood of Man.
"The chelas under Our direction should by this time
have come to the conclusion that We must have diversified
avenues through which God's Energy flows. All cannot
serve on the Third Ray as it is now My privilege so to
do, or can We decide that We would rather be on the
Seventh or some other Ray. We must follow the line of
Service for which We dedicate Our energies in a specific
period, although We may render other Service as We fulfill
the avowed Service. As it is in Heaven, so must it be on Earth,
through the loving co-operation of the chelas.
"To complete the over-all Pattern for the Earth, it is
required that there be men and women of Faith, Wisdom,
Divine Love, Purity, Science, Healing, Peace, and Ordered
Service through Transmutation. We pray for the day when
We have chelas who are content in their service upon a
certain Ray or Rays - having builded momentums in their
Casual Bodies - and do not continually try to tell the other
chela that which he should do. One should not take the
presumptive attitude, when engaged in Service of a Spiritual Nature, that the Service which he is rendering is the
only way to accomplish a desired result. When one finds
himself or herself rendering a Service which will benefit
mankind, he or she should be content in his or her field of
endeavor and not interfere or try to direct the Service of
another.
"Condemnation, or the superior attitude of the little
self, has no place in the world of the aspirant upon the Path.
Do permit Tolerance to take you by the hand and be a Guiding
Light to those about you and to all Life!"
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CONTEMPLATION PERIOD
While the Class contemplates the Activities of the Third Ray
as given so far, a musical interlude should include such
compositions as Chopin's 1st Piano Concert which is the
Keynote of the Chateau de Coeur Retreat; "At Dawning" the Keynote of Beloved Holy AEolus; "I Love you Truly"
- the Keynote of Beloved Paul, the Maha Chohan; and "Ah,
so Pure (M' Appiri)" from the opera Martha, which is the
Keynote of Beloved Lady Rowena.

PART II
CHAMUEL : ARCHANGEL OF ADORATION
The Archangel Chamuel is the Archangel of Love,
Adoration, and Devotion to God and His Goodness as expressed to mankind. He and His Divine Complement, Lady
Charity, are dedicated and consecrated to developing in the
outer consciousness of mankind a true sense of Gratitude
and Adoration to their Source - GOD - and to encourage
mankind to unfold the Di vine Flame that lies buried within
each heart.
On the Third Ray, the Archangel Chamuel renders the
specific service of stirring within the individual's feelings
a joyous acceptance of the Ever-presence of God. He is a
Being of transcendent Light Who has served for aeons of
time at Inner Levels teaching t h e Angelic Host how They
may, through prayer and devotion, accelerate Their own
blessed Flames in praise to the Godhead. He has also served
in the Elemental Temples teaching elemental life how to
raise their consciousness in praise and adoration to the God
Who made them.
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At Inner Levels, Lord Chamuel and Lady Charity
have a glorious Temple builded on a circular design, with a
golden dome and encrusted with pink rubies. In this Temple,
the Flame of Adoration to God and His Messengerss burns
brightly. This Flame is directed by Lord Chamuel to all
unascended beings to encourage the development of their
own Divine Plan, and is carried to mankind by Lord Chamuel' s Legions.

dwell upon Him. Even if you are in a place or condition
where your lips cannot form the words, the moment that you
invoke His Name and ask for His help, your world and
Chamuel's become one.

All virtues have color and sound. True Gratitude
emanating from the heart of any individual is pink. When
this Gratitude is sent to members of the human race, it is a
soft, delicate pink. When Gratitude is poured out to God and
the Divine Beings Who serve Him in conscious adoration and
praise, it is a deeper pink and literally the Doors of Heaven
open. Back on the Ray of Gratitude and Praise to Deity
comes more and more of the beautiful pink Essence into the
world of the one sending forth such blessing.
The Divine Love which is expressed by the Archangel
Chamuel is the Love which stirs the Power of Gratitude
within the hearts of men, Angels and Elementals; that which
stirs a feeling of Reverence for Life and understanding
of the beneficence of the great Universal First Cause, as
well as of the Messengers Who serve that Cause. This Love
awakens the dormant Divine Nature of the student to a conscious feeling of Gratitude for blessings received.
For many centuries, the conscious knowledge of the
Archangel Chamuel was withdrawn from the outer minds
of the masses; therefore, they did not have access to His
Presence, but now, the students of the BRIDGE TO SPIRITUAL
FREEDOM can consciously tie into the world of this Mighty
Archangel and feel, through Him, the great Love that God
holds for His creation. That feeling flows from Archangel
Chamuel's Heart the moment that you allow your thoughts to

.1

We commend
ship with Chamuel,
will prove what a
Presence can bring

you who need assistance to a comradeand your own faith; your own feelings
vital assistance the invocation of His
into your world.

)
DISCOURSE BY ARCHANGEL CHAMUEL
"I AM" the Angel of Adoration - He Who embodies that
mighty fiat: "Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy
heart; with all thy soul; with all thy spirit!' I bring to the
remembrance of the Flame that you hold within the Chalice
of your heart that Its very nature is ADORATION TO ITS
SOURCEl The way back Home to Unity with God is through
the externalization of Its Divine Nature.

l

J

"The Adoration Flame is practical. It is an actual
treatment of the feelings as well as of the mind, and an
actual therapy to the flesh. Pure adoration to God has within
it no self-seeking, but absolute relaxation, basking in the
Goodness of God and loving Him for Himself. Therefore,
within it is none of the tension that sometimes attends
prayer and invocation because of the use of human will. I
challenge any individual in depression, any individual in
pain, any individual in chains of any kind to use the Flame
of Adoration that is the true nature of their being, and if
they do not see and feel FREEDOM, then the Sun and the
planets will no longer move on their appointed courses.
"That to which you give your life grows, multiplies,
develops and matures, whether it is a garden plot, a farm
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crop, or whether it is a friendship - human or Divine. The
pouring forth of the Gratitude of your Love and Life
multiplies and makes things grow. It makes the Golden
Man expand and mature within the heart even as the plants
in your garden to which you give the Love of your Life
expand and multiply themselves.

and the Adoration to the God of Life for His goodness, for such
sustained Adoration is the Consciousness of the Kingdom of
Heaven which never knows anything less than Praise,
Thanksgiving, and Gratitude to Life. That Conciousness
never knows depression, condemnation or discouragement.

"Oh, the Happiness that your bodies will feel, and the
lightness that you will experience as you drop the appearances of age, distress and discomfort . As you learn to relax
within that Pink Flame of Gratitude and Thanksgiving to
Life, the softness will erase the lines from your face and
Love will replace the hard look in the eyes.
All these
blessings come from the use of that Flame of Thanksgiving,
of Gratitude and Adoration of which My Beloved Complement, Charity, is the Spiritual Being and Heart.
"I challenge you!
Sweep My Flame of Adoration
through every condition in your life - to double your supply, to double your enthusiasm, to double your ability and
desire to serve, to triple all your activities! It can be done!
WORKS, not words, are the order of the day! Everything
increases through attention.
Remember, magnify and
amplify the GOOD! Take the money in your pocketbook and
pass the Adoration Flame through it! Bless it - and increase
it - and SEE what the use of that Flame will do for you!
Children of My Heart, I challenge you to try this!
"We are in the day of Opportunity - not only to make
things right, but Opportunity to spread the Cause of Freedom
and Its glorious effects across the face of the planet into the
consciousness of mankind. Thus, this Earth will be freed
from limitation of every description. May there never again
go forth from the heart of any student who has been blessed
by the Presence of Saint Germain, a vibratory action that is
less than the Joy, the Gladness, the Praise, the Thanksgiving,

"The man who learns to adore the Flame of Life and to
acknowledge that Presence everywhere, may move in the
world and find all life his friend because the intelligent
Presence within the heart of even those who seem to be the
most difficult responds instantly to the salutation when it
comes from the feelings and not just from the lips.
"Beloved ones, the Flame of Adoration directed toward
that which is good is a practical agent within your hands
to draw to you every good and perfect thing IF YOU WILL
USE IT! We come over and over again - bringing to you the
KEY TO FREEDOM and your precious hearts respond, but soon
you slip back into the habits of the centuries and FORGET
TO USE these gifts (which are Ours to give and remind you of)
which are YOURS TO EXTERNALIZE!
I leave you now in
ADORATION'S FLAME!"

THE MIGHTY ORION : ELOHIM OF DIVINE LOVE
The Power of the Great and Mighty Elohim, ORION,
and His Divine Complement, Lady Angelica, is the aspect of
Divine Love which sets the Cosmos into action. Study Groups
have been calling that Power forth in decrees, and these
fiats, consciously issued, change the pattern and course of
activities in the Inner Spheres and thereby remove mass
accumulations of distress. The Cosmic Love, set into motion,
impersonally locks the Flame of God around the cause and
core of imperfection - removing it before it can manifest as
distress in the mind, body and affairs. This is the Service of:
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the Elohim, but it works on such a subtle plane that most
individuals are unaware of it.

"Will you now consciously give Me your attention
please? If you know of any lifestream in this Earth life,
with whom you are not in complete accord, consciously draw
the image of that person before your mind's eye NOW and
let Me give you the pressure of My feeling of unconditional
loving Forgiveness toward that one. If you will ACCEPT this,
it will cut you free from the recoil of the energies of those
past mistakes which made the enmity in the beginning.
Experiences of physical embodiment, good or bad, weave
ties that will have to be balanced in another Realm through
your inner vehicles (etheric, mental, and emotional bodies)
if they are not worked out here on Earth."

Both the Beloved Orion and Angelica are interested
in bringing Peace to the Earth through Divine Love. Without
pure Divine Love emanating from the heart of any individual, no lasting Peace can manifest. Love, in itself, is a
positive quality and NOT negative sentimentality, and its
radiation brings forth the warmth of the feeling of GOOD
WILL toward all unhappy and imprisoned life. It is the
Divine Edict of the Heavenly Father that the people of Earth
learn how to love one another NOW! Love is the Cohesive
Power of the Uni verse whether we refer to personal possessions or planetary Peace.

THE SEVEN STEPS TO PRECIPITATION - by Elohim Orion
DISCOURSE BY ELOHIM ORION
"I AM" ORION, ELOHIM OF LOVE - that Divine Love
which has caused to come into being every Sun and Galaxy
in this Universe, every Star and every planet, every form
from the Great Solar Galaxy to the tiniest Elemental and
atom belonging to this planet.
"DIVINE LOVE is a POSITIVE and not a negative
quality. I come into the atmosphere of Earth on Wings of
Divine Love, bringing with Me the concentrated Flame of
that Love. This Flame has been the magnetic cohesive power
which drew into being the Earth upon which your feet
stand, the very physical bodies in which you function, and
every
other manifestation which appears.
Every form
which you enjoy is a part of My Being - held together by
the Flame of Love, for if Divine Love (which is cohesion)
would cease to be, all in the Universe would return to the
unformed and become again part of primal life.

"First of all, the Fiat of Mighty Hercules went forth
to Those of Us Who work as One Body. He said: 'A new System is to be born; a new set of God-Parents has to be chosen
to create a system of planets. I am called upon to give the
decision as to whether or not the Seven Elohim will choose to
co-operate in the manifestation of this Plan. Do You, My
Beloved Associates, choose to be a part of this Creation?' In
answer, each One of Us rushed forth in Love - grateful
for the opportunity to serve. Each of Us said: 'I Will!' As
Spokesman for Us all, Hercules then preceded Us to the
Throne of Helios and Vesta, and announcing Our decision,
said: 'Beloved God-Parents, WE WILL to create Your Universe for You. What is Your Design, now?'
"It was Love which enabled Us to have the courtesy to
accept the Design of those Beings rather than to project Our
own. Then, in Their great Wisdom and Light, Helios and Vesta
asked the great Elohim Cassiopeia to pass His Golden Flame
through the Body of the Silent Watcher, Circulata, and thus
reveal the magnificent Divine Pattern for this Solar System.
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We all stood looking upon it with Love, interest and admiration - seeing the size of each planet and the number of
lifestreams which were to come upon them. In LOVE, we
looked upon the hope of this System's God-Parents.
"In the Activity of My Ray (Divine Love) Our Service
of Creation began. LOVE, the Universal Magnet which all life
must obey, drew primal life from its quiescent state at My
command and that primal life obediently took form according to the Pattern which We perceived in the Bosom of the
Silent Watcher. Thus, We proceeded with the creation of each
planet.
"Then came the Activity of the Elohim of Purity, Lady
Claire - holding true to the original Divine Design so that,
even unconsciously, there might not be imposed upon this
Pattern some change of form coming from some other Galaxy
which We were completing about this same time. This Beloved Elohim held to the Purity and symmetry of the Divine
Design in courtesy to the Great Beings Who had chosen to
bring it forth. Not one of Us would presume to enter upon
the creation of the planets of the System if, in illumined
obedience, we were not willing to follow the design of Those
Who drew it forth.
"Next came the CONCENTRATION of energy of Mighty
Vista (Cyclopea) so that all the Elementals, Angels and Builders of
Form could coalesce Their energies and talents
around one planet at a time when that one was being drawn
forth in to form.
"We then drew forth the Activity of ARCTURUS, the
RYTHM of the outpouring of each One of Us. This is one of
the most important factors in Creation, for rythm provides
nourishment for the form. In your physical bodies, the
rythm of your heartbeat and that of your breath determines

the efficiency of the physical form. In your own precipitation, the rythm which you establish will determine the
symmetry, beauty, accuracy and perfection of your manifest design.
"The Sixth Ray, which is Ministration and radiation
of Peace, is the solidifying of the perfect design. This takes
seventh place, so that when the Earth was completed and It
first began Its own revolutions upon Its axis, the Music of
the Spheres began to pour forth from the planet. Therefore,
LASTLY came the radiation of the Elohim of Peace, Beloved
Tranquility, which held the form of the Earth from disintegration because, where Harmony, Peace and Tranquility
abide, that which you have drawn forth cannot either be
taken away from you or disintegrate. Just as you shellac
certain things to preserve them against rust and decay, so
does the activity of the Elohim of Peace enfold and seal all
creations in the entire planetary Scheme brought forth by
the Elohim for the period of existence designed for that
creation.
"You and every individual who desires to become
master of the creation of form must also learn to use these
same seven steps. Whenever you wish to use and expand the
activities of the Third Ray of DIVINE LOVE, whose qualities
are Adoration, magnetization, and Gratitude to Life. "I AM"
YOUR SERVANT!"

THE USE OF THE PINK FLAME
The Pink Flame of Love is truly one of the most practical to bring results into your world - especially when there
seems to be obstruction of some kind between individuals or
in the use of mechanical things. ALL responds to the Love
and the Peace of the Pink Flame.
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Experiment with the Pink Flame and try blazing It
through every cell and organ of your physical body. Visualize this activity as you blaze It through your brain and
mind structure; saturate your feelings with It and see how
It becomes a magnet that draws people and things into your
world for Its blessing.

around every part of my being and world, and every
person, place, condition and thing, including the Elemental
Kingdom, the Kingdom of Nature, birds and four-footed
creatures, and every living thing in this city, State, our
Country, and the whole world. Hold this sustained until ALL
LIFE on our Earth thinks, feels and manifests God's Love,
Peace and Perfection.

Visualize It bringing Comfort and Peace to all life
everywhere - especially the birds and four-footed creatures
as well as the human evolution, and see how wonderful is the
activity of this blessed Pink Flame.
Use It to bless everything you contact, machinery
and mechanical contrivances, and anything and everything that does not seem to yield the Harmony and Perfection
that you desire. It acts like 'oil on the troubled waters' in
harmonizing and bringing Perfection where imperfection
seems to be manifesting. Call to the Great Beings Who serve
on that Ray to give you the added pressure of Their Love and
watch the Perfection that you draw into your world, for this
Pink Flame of Adoration is without parallel.

PART III

GROUP DECREEING
Beloved Presence of God - "I AM" in me and in all
mankind everywhere; Beloved Lady Rowena, Archangel
Chamuel and Charity, Elohim Orion and Angelica, Beloved
Maha Chohan, Goddess of Liberty, Beloved Nada and All
Who are concerned with the Pink Flame of God's Divine Love:
ANGELS OF PINK FLAME (3X) COME (3X) and BLAZE (3X)
the PINK FLAME OF LOVE AND ADORATION in, through and

Beloved "I AM"! (3X)
By Christ Command! (3X)
By the Ascended Masters' Power! (3X)
Hold it sustained and double it each hour (3X)
in God's Most Holy Name - "I AM"!
b) Beloved Presence of God - "I AM" in me and Beloved
Archangel Chamuel; BLAZE (3X) Your Pink Adoration Flame
in, through and around me, my money and supply, and
expand It continually into my financial freedom NOW!
(Use pattern above)

c) "I AM" the Pink Flame of Lady Rowena's Love;
(repeat before each line)
"I AM" Its full release!
"I AM Its Cosmic Peace!
"I AM Its Cosmic Power!
And She (He) doubles that Love through me
each hour!
(Use also for Maha Chohan's Love; Chamuel's Love; Orion's
Love; Nada's Love; etc.)
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MUSICAL INTERLUDE (Class seated)
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Appropriate music should be played to assist the Class
in contemplating the activities of the Pink Flame. Each one
should endeavor to feel themselves clothed in a Pillar of
this Flame with the Essence of Its Love being directed to all
life everywhere.

Chohan, Goddess of Liberty, Lady Rowena, Lady Nada, Archangel Chamuel and Lady Charity, Elohim Orion and Lady
Angelica, and All Who serve on the Pink Ray; we send our
Love and our heart's call to You. Seal us in a Pillar of Your
Pink Flame of God's Love and hold it forever sustained. We
thank You for the Instantaneous answer to these and our
every Call to Light.

PART IV

3. READ PARTS I, II, and III

OUTLINE FOR THE DIRECTOR TO USE IN CLASS

4. BENEDICTION (Director only)

1. Three candles should be lighted by the Leader BEFORE
Students arrive Soft music should be played for at least a
half hour before the Class commences, and all should be
seated for fifteen minutes of this time maintaining SILENCE
and ABSORB the radiation.

Sealed in a Mighty Pillar of the Pink Flame of God's
Love from the Hearts of the Seven Mighty Elohim, the
Seven Archangels, and the Seven Chohans of the Rays, we
thank You, Great Host of Light, for Your outpouring of Light,
Love, Healing, Supply, Protection and Perfection. Help us
to accept Your Gifts of Perfection in their fullness into our
beings and worlds so that we may use them to bless and
harmonize all the life we contact.
May the Benediction and Blessings of the Most High
Living God, and that Peace which does surpass the understanding of the human mind be with you each one. May the
God of Mercy protect and guide you upon Your Spiritual Pathway toward Enlightenment and Freedom.
Beloved Archangel Michael and Beloved Archangel
Uriel, we thank You and Your Angels of Protection, Ministration and Ceremonial Who have served us at this Class. Take up
our humble efforts and amplify them with Your Mighty Love.
Take them North and South, East and West, and cover our dear
planet Earth with Love and Light, with Peace, Illumination,
Wisdom, Healing, Freedom, Victory, and the Will of God made
manifest through every electron belonging to this planet
and Its evolutions in any way. THIS SHALL BE for I have
spoken in God's Most Holy Name - "I AM"!

2. After greeting the students, the DIRECTOR gives a short
visualization and then follows this with the INVOCATION.
INVOCATION
Dearly Beloved Presence of God "I AM", the Source of
all that is, everywhere present; anchored within each one
of our hearts and those of all mankind; we love and adore
You! We acknowledge You to be the Owner and Giver of our
Life, our Intelligence, our Substance - our ALL. Seal us in
Your Light and Love and Power of Victorious Accomplishment. Blaze your Light and Love before us and prepare the
way that we may always walk in the Path of Light. Guard
and protect us; guide and direct us; and give us the Illumination that will set us free. Let us manifest and BE Yourself in
action at all times and in all places. We thank You!
Beloved Ascended Host of Light, the Ascended Masters and Cosmic Beings - especially Holy AEolus, the Maha

5. Extinguish candles.

THE FOURTEEN PRIMARY LESSONS
BOOKNO. 1

BOOKNO.
BOOKNO.
BOOKNO.
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BOOKNO,
BOOKNO.
BOOKNO.
BOOKNO.
BOOKNO.
BOOKNO.

2
3
4
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BOOKNO. 12
BOOKNO. 13
BOOKNO. 14

The Three Questions WHENCE did I come?
WHY am I here?
WHITHER am I going?
The Violet Flame
There is no Death
The Blue Ray of Power
The Golden Ray of Wisdom
The Magnetic Pink Ray
The Immaculate Concept
The Green Ray of Truth
The Ray of Peace
Saint Germain and the Era of freedom
MAN - His Relation to the Angels and
Elementals
Sanat Komara - the Savior of our Earth
The Goal of Life - the Ascension
The Power of silence

Complete list of Publications and Price List will be
sent on request. Please write to:

THE BRIDGE TO SPIRITUAL FREEDOM, Inc.
P. 0. Box 333
Kings Park, N. Y. 11754
U.S. A.

